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3 AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS 

- L (Currently Amended)     A thconoacousric generator comprising: 

a housing containing a working volume of gas with a pressure; 

a a therrnoacoustic core supported in the housing and having a first heat exchanger and a 
5 

g- second heat exchanger, the therrnoacoustic core operable to introduce acoustical power into the 

5 housing thereby oscillating the pressure of the gas at a frequency; and 
g 

g a piezoelectric ajtcrnator supported in the housing and having a face that is movable when 
o 

g acted on by acoustical power, the alternator further including a portion of piezoelectric material 

=> operable to produce electrical power when acted on by a stress, the portion of piezoelectric 

| material being in mechanical communication with the movable face such that movement of die 

g face stresses the portion of piezoelectric material so as to produce electrical power, 
o 

| the therrnoacoustic core the ens and the alternator defining a resonating system with a 

g resonaring^rna&s_oi)erable toresonate_flt_the_nressure_osd11iition_frequenev; 

s 
% whoroin the alternator to having a moving mass that serves as a substantial portion of the 

I 
-<j resonating mass inside die housing suchjhat the movtnjtmass_substam pressure 

i 
fi oscillation frequency of the resonating system as compared to a system without the moving rnassr 

$ thereby-providiflg-a^Fe^uf^ 
3? 

6 gimi-lar-system-with-a rigid-member-replflemg tho alternator. 

I 2. (Original) The therrnoacoustic generator according to claim lt wherein the movable 

| face of the alternator substantially blocks the passage of the gas. 
(3 
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3. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 2, wherein the housing has 

a side wall, the movable face comprising a first diaphragm with a perimeter seal substantially 

sealing the first diaphragm to the side wall of the housing. 

4. (Previously Amended) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 2, wherein the 

housing has a side wall, the movable face comprising a first piston with a perimeter seal 

substantially sealing the first piston to the side wall of the housing, the perimeter being selected 

from the group consisting of a roll sock, a bellows, and a clearance seal. 

a 

3 

S 

5. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 3, further comprising a 

second diaphragm forming a second face of the alternator, the portion of piezoelectric material 

also being in mechanical communication with the second face and being disposed between the 

first and second diaphragms. 

« 6. (Currently Amended) ^e^hemoaootuitifrgenemtor-aoo^ 1, whoroin 

§ A thermoacoustic Rcncrator cgmpri?inq: 

a housing containing a working volume ofgas with apressure; 

a tJieiTnDacQUKtic_core_KUT)r»orted in the housing and having a Jir$t_heat_exchangcr_and_a 

3 

second heat exchanger, the thci^oacoustic_com_onemhle_to_introduce acoustical power into the 

housing thereby oscillating the pressure of the gas at a frequency: and 

a nie7oelec^"c_alternatQr_supnDrted in the_housiniLand_having a face that is_mo_vable_when 

acted on bv acoustical power, the alternator further ineluding^a_portion oF.piezoclcctric material 

onerable to produce eledTical_power_when acted on bv_a stress, the portion of piezoelectric 
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material being in mechanical^communication with _thc_Tnovab1e face such that movement of the 

fflcc_strcsscsjto to produce electrical power, 

the piezoelectric alternator further oompriaetK'Comprising: 

a perimeter member including the portion of piezoelectric material, the perimeter 

member configured such that compression of the perimeter member causes compression of 

the portion of piezoelectric material, the perimeter member surrounding a central area; 

a hub disposed in the central area, the hub being movable relative to the perimeter 

member along an axis, the hub being in mechanical communication with the movable face 

of the alternator, and 

a plurality of spokes interconnecting the hub and the perimeter member such that 

relative movement of the hub along the axis compresses the perimeter member and thereby 

compresses the piezoelectric material! 

wherein_the_alternator has a moving mass that serves ns_a_subKtantial_portion_ofL_a 

reonaring^r^^ providing a pressure oscillation freducnev in the 

housing substantially lower than for a similar system with a rigid member replacing the alternator* 

7. (Previously Amended) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 6, wherein the 

housing has a side wall, the alternator face comprising a first diaphragm having a perimeter seal 

sealing the first diaphragm to the side wall of the housing. 

19 
8. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 7, further comprising a 

second diaphragm in mechanical communication with the hub, the second diaphragm having a 
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3 perimeter seal scaling the diaphragm to the side wall of the housing, the perimeter member, hub, 

I 
_ and spokes being disposed between the first and second dinphragms. 

i 9. (Original) The thcrmoacoustic generator according to claim 6, wherein the perimeter 

j member is generally ring-shaped. 

i 
I 10. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 9, wherein the 
o 

g* piezoelectric materia] portion of the ring-shaped perimeter member is substantially all of the ring- 

g shaped perimeter member. 

i 
| 11. (Original) The thcrmoacoustic generator according to claim 6, wherein the perimeter 

s member is generally polygonal shaped wUh intersection zones defined between adjacent generally 

£ straight segments, the portion of piezoelectric material comprising a portion oF each of the straight 
a 
| segments. 

S 12. (Original) The thcrmoacoustic generator according to claim 11, wherein the spokes 

i 
S±T are interconnected with the intersection zones of the polygonal-shaped perimeter member. 
I 

5 
5 13. (Original) The thcrmoacoustic generator according to claim 11, wherein the generally 

straight segments of the perimeter member each further comprise a spring in scries with the 

| portion oF piezoelectric material. 

14. (Currently Amended) 3fte-thermoaooustio gonorator aoc3or<l>ng-toK>lcuTn-l'rwherein 
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A thermoocou$tic genemtOf_cornnri$ing: 

 a housing containing a working volume of gas with a pressure; 

a thermoacoosLiccQre, supported in the housing and having a first heat exchanger and a 

second heat exchanger, the thcrmoacoustic core operable to intiy»duc»_ticousrica]_po_wcr_into_thc 

housing thereby osdllaringjhejff^uro^ and 

a piezoelectric alternator supportedjn_the_housin<Land_ha>™ when 

acted_on_bY_acoustica1_power^ of piezoelectric material 

opcrablc_tp_^^ power when acted on bv a stress,,,tiie_DOrtion_of_piezoelectric 

materialJ»ngJnjmechat^ such that movement of the 

face stresses the .portion orpiezoelectricmaccrial^^asjo produce electrical powen 

the piezoelectric alternator further WTiiprisesi^omprising; 

a perimeter support member generally defining an alternator plane, the 

member surrounding a central area; 

a hub disposed in the central area, the hub being movable relative to the 

perimeter support member along an axis generally perpendicular to the plane, the hub 

being in mechanical communication with the movable alternator face; and 

the portion of piezoelectric material comprising a plurality of piezoelectric 

bimorph members each having an inner end in mechanical communication with the hub 

and an outer end supported by the perimeter support member such that relative movement 

of the hub along the axis flexes the bimorph members; 

wherein the alternator has a moving_mass_thaL_seiy,es_as_a_s_u_bstantial portion oF a 

resonating mass inside the_housing,_thereby_proyi;din^ajj^^ oscillation frequency in the 

housiniLSubstanrially lqwer than for a similar system with a rigid member replacing the alternator, 
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15. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 14, wherein the bimorph 

members are generally wedge shaped such that a width of the members parallel to the alternator 

plane is narrower at the inner ends than at the outer ends* 

16. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 14, wherein the 

perimeter support member is generally circular. 

17. (Previously Amended) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 14, 

wherein the housing has a side wall, the alternator face comprising a first diaphragm having a 

perimeter seal sealing the first diaphragm to the side wall of the housing. 

18. (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 17, further comprising a 

second diaphragm in mechanical communication with the hub, the second diaphragm having a 

perimeter seal sealing the diaphragm to the side wall of the housing, the perimeter support 

member* hub. and bimorph members being disposed between the first and second diaphragms. 

19* (Original) The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 1T wherein the 

piezoelectric alternator further comprises at least one spring in series with the pordon of 

piezoelectric material so as to alter the stiffness of the piezoelectric alternator. 

20* (Currently Amended) Thfrthormoaoouotio generator'acooKling^Cholaim-l-rwherein 

A thermoacousdc generator comprising: 
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 a housing containing a working, volumc.ofgas with n pressure; 
UJ 

~ a thermoacoustic core_s.UTmQCcdjn._thc housing and having a first heat exchanger and a 
8 
| second heat_exchanger,_the_thet™Qacou^^ to introduce acoustical power into the 

1 bousing thC!ttbV-Q.$cHlatm^ and 

^  a piezoelectric alternator supported in the housing und_haying_a_facc that js_movab1e when 

8 
5 acted on bv acoustical power, the altemator_furtherjnc1udm^ material 
B 

2 Opemhle_to__pmduce_e1ectTica1, -power whcn_actcd_on bv a stress, the portion of piezoelectric 
d 
o material being in mechanical cfimaiun^^ that movement of the 
UJ 
g face stresses the portion of picsoelectrfcmaterialso m to_r?roduce electrical power 

K the piezoelectric alternator further oompriGOO comprising a perimeter wall having a 

w plurality of wall segments interconnected by springs, the portion of piezoelectric material 
o 
f_ 
s comprising at least a portion of one of the wall segments, the movable face of the alternator 
R 

vi comprising a surface of the wall segment^ 

5 ■c  wherein the alternator has a moving mass that serves a3_o_SUb$mntiaLnQrHQn_n_f_a 

resonating mass inside the housing._therebv_pro_viding, a pressure oscillation frequency, in _the 

B housing substantiallyjowerthanfora similar system with a rigid member replacing the alternator □ 

t 

I 2L   (Original)   The thermoacoustic generator according to claim 20, wherein the 

5 piezoelectric alternator further comprises an alternator body enclosing a ponion of the working 
en 

| vol ume of gas, the perimeter wall forming part of the alternator body. 
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3 22. (Original) The thennoacoustic generator according to claim 20, wherein the perimeter 
a 
I wall substantially separates the housing into first and second coaxial regions, the thermoacoustic 

I 
I  core supported in one of the regions. 

5 

s 

23. (Original) The thennoacoustic generator according to claim 22, further comprising a 

5  second thermoacoustic core supported in the other of the regions, the thermoacoustic cores being 
S 

§  coaxially arranged. 
6 

i 

g 24. (Original) The thennoacoustic generator according to claim 20, wherein the portion of 
a* 
* ■ piezoelectric material comprises substantially the entirety of all of the wall segments. 

i 

ft. 

£5 

I 

25-39 Cancelled 

40.   (Currently Amended)   A thermoacoustic generator, refrigerator or heat pump 

comprising: 

a housing containing a working volume of gas with a pressure; 

a thermoacoustic engine supported in the housing operable to introduce acoustical 

power into or to remove acoustical power from the housing; and 

a piezoelectric transducer supported in the housing and having a face that is 

movable when acted on by acoustical power, the transducer further including a portion of 

piezoelectric material operable to convert between acoustical power, consisting of pressure and 

velocity, and electrical power, consisting of potential and current, the portion of piezoelectric 
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3  material being in mechanical communication with the movable face such that movement of the 

1 
face stresses the portion of piezoelectric material; 

I __the thermoacptistic core, the gas and thc_traTL';ducer_defining a resonating system 

|  yuith_a_resonatinfi_mas3 operable to resonate aL the pressure osrillation.frequency; 

>• wherein the transducer kas having a moving mass that serves as a substantial 

l 
-   portion of the resonating mass inside the housing such thatjhe moving ma*s_substantia]lv reduces 

g ihc^prcssure oscillation freauencv_of the resonating system Fas cormwedjo a system without the 
d 

gj moving masl^oroby-piwidi-ng^pr-cssuro■opoillation fixiQuenoy4n4he-houainfi pubstantiotly'lower 

= tjianrfor^imilar-system-with a rigkl-membefrrep1uoing-t^»mini>duoen 
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